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Meade Willis’ Transportation Management System is a unique cloud-based shipping system built with “easy of 

use” as the first priority. By leveraging cloud-based technology, companies will  always have the latest 

Information and services available without  expensive upgrades of the traditional shipping systems. 

TMS has multilingual/multicurrency capabilities, as well as multi-billing options and  personalized billing by activity. The solution is fully 

capable of determining shipment  options using a detailed rules engine, incorporating package size, weight, destination,  contract level and 

desired delivery method. The system provides print shipping labels when needed and generates any required custom report. MW’s TMS is 

configured to  accommodate Business Rules and Requirements, allowing organizations the capability to define and deploy processes 

through the handling of complex existing requirements.  TMS has customizable components for non-EDI/non-transactional process  

management and for off-line customers and suppliers. Some key features include: 

Rate Shopping Function: Enables retailers to take 

advantage of competitive delivery pricing offered by 

seamless access to a broad range of national and local 

carriers. 

Free Updating: Updates are automatic and have little 

impact on the day to day user activities. 

Supports All Carriers: Major carriers and country 

related ones. 

Flexible Pricing Options: Per label, monthly fee or a 

combination of the two. 

Visibility of Users: Allows the addition of users. 

Companies can define how they use the system and 

monitor how it’s being used. 

Import Functionality: Perfect for the larger mailing. 

Uploading the data is all that is needed. 

Pickup Request: Allows companies to order a pick up 

from carriers. 

Tracking: Companies can track directly from the 

system. 

Support Specialty Induction Routing: Allows customers 

to have multi drop locations built into the system for 

easy access and discounted shipping rates. 

Integration to WMS: TMS can be incorporated into 

MW’s WMS, which provides the automation of material

-handling, and warehouse/inventory processes. 


